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Two new political and material histories of use 
What is the power of technologies to change its users, what is the material politics of things to 
transform subjects and societies? Those questions drive my research as an historian of 
technology in general and as a historian of technology of terrorism and political violence in 
particular. Through my research I aim to provide object lessons in how historians of technology 
can contribute to more material and intimate political histories by telling two different political 
histories of technology in use and of the material power of things; histories which differ from 
traditional ‘object histories of technology’ about the invention, design, innovation, and 
manufacturing of technologies and of individuals and institutions creating, manufacturing and 
operating (new) technological objects. These new histories of technology of use differs from 
recent user histories primarily focusing on use as shaping technology through object histories of 
users as either active technological co-designers, innovators and adapters or as passive faceless 
consumers targeted by corporate and communal technological representations, scripts and values. 
 
As a first complementary and corrective I am advocating for more ‘subject histories of 
technology’ emphasizing the self-fashioning power and personal politics of technology in use. 
Such histories focus less on the symbolic and discursive meanings of technological objects than 
on technology as a form of subject politics and on technological use as shaping subjectivity: 
histories of the impact of use on an individual level and the visceral power and agency of material 
things to make people feel, experience and relate to their worlds and their selves differently.  
 
In my research I use user testimonials to demonstrate how technological materialities - such as 
gas masks and fallout shelters - transform subjects by creating new sensibilities, such as those of 
fear and security. One such example is provided by Britain by Mass-Observation (1939) which 
before the outbreak of WWII quoted a British woman crediting the newly distributed gas mask 
for creating a sense of warmindedness among the British population: ”No one wants war, that’s 
the point, though I think it took the gas mask to bring it home to people. It taught them a lesson. 
They, like myself for instance, are thinking more about things now.” (Madge & Harrisson 1939, 
243) Other testimonials show the gas-mask transforming British subjects through its mundane 
material reassurances of security and protection as well as of death and destruction. 
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Such histories of use should also challenge some of the history of technology’s central 
conceptualizations on how technology is problematized and challenging how technological use is 
conceptualized. One way is through that the study of gas-masks could be described as a history of 
technological non-use in that it primarily treats false starts and never realized dreams and 
nightmares. But this would be wrong. Gas masks and fallout shelters still have been used and 
worked through the comfort as well as the anxiety and fear they provided their users, uses that 
existed and worked regardless of whether these things actually would have been able to protect 
their users if the gas would have been released or the Bomb exploded. This should challenge us 
historians of technology not only in how we think about technological use and functionality but 
also in our overall conceptualizations of what we dis/count as ‘technology’. 
 
My other central interest in the use of technology relates to that it is often seen as controversial 
to argue that using certain technologies can drive or even determine political outcomes by 
privileging certain social behaviours. Countering this is the prevalent emphasis on demonstrating 
the possibilities of ‘reading’, reinterpreting and shaping the possible meanings of technologies 
and the (interpretative) flexibility of their various uses. However, this often ignores to what 
degree users’ social choices are already materially circumscribed, limited or predetermined by 
technologies – how, as Claude Fischer has described it, the “use of a technology alters material 
and social givens, creating new options for and new constraints on individual actions” (Fischer 
1985, 295). 
 
As a way beyond these determinist and discursivist positions and a new opportunity to re-
address the question of how technology through its uses has shaped politics I have found fruitful 
a focus on ‘sociotechnical affordances’ as a concept that can capture technology’s enabling as 
well as constraining social role. These are the possibilities and enablements for social action that 
a technology makes possible and are primarily material and beyond and beside discourse in that 
an affordance is the relational outcome of when a user’s specific skill capability is matched by a 
technology’s material functionality; a pocket calculator affords the ability of calculation if it has 
the proper software and hardware for calculation and a potential user knowing arithmetic.  
 
In my own research I use sociotechnical affordances to explain the origin of using terrorism as a 
prevalent political practice. In this perspective, modern terrorism emerged in the 1870s not 
primarily with anarchist ideologies but with social revolutionary propagandists discovering the 
unintended affordances of small revolvers and explosive dynamite for spectacular propaganda by 
violent deeds. To uncover how such new powerful technologies afford the ability to choose to 
use terrorism we must look beyond what social interests and ideological motivations favoured, to 
consider what new material designs and technological functionalities made doable. In this way, 
new material histories of technological use can be the starting point for new material histories of 
technological politics, asking not just what politics were ideologically favourable but also which 
politics were practically usable.  
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Two good old political histories of technology 
• Too much social shaping of technology 

• Too many ’object histories of technology’ on inventions & innovators 

Things in use shaping subjects & societies 
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As I looked through the lounge 
doors, I saw a sight which 

frightened me. The whole 
family and all the guests were 
standing in the lounge, on the 

table there were a lot of square 
boxes marked ‘Small’ ‘Medium’ 
and ‘Large’ Each contained a gas 

mask. A man was fitting my 
mother, he asked her to breathe 

and he held a piece of paper 
against the end of the hidious 

contraption. Is it really as bad 

as all that? … After I had my 
mask fitted I returned with you 
[her boyfriend] to our sitting 

room. You kissed me but I felt 

to frightened to notice. 
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Smith & Wesson 

affordances 

Bulldog 

affordances 

Kill-with-able Kill-with-able 

Multi-shot-able Multi-shot-able 

One-hand (DA) shoot-able 
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Two good new political histories of technology 
• New histories of technological use (& non-use) shaping the social 

• New histories of the materiality politics of technological use 
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